The present issue of The Prague Bulletin of Mathematical Linguistics continues in the fruitful tradition started with the special issues of PBML 91 (2009) and 93 (2010) to publish papers accepted for presentation at the regular Machine Translation Marathon events organized by the EuroMatrix and EuroMatrixPlus projects. Not to postpone the other already reviewed and accepted submissions to PBML, we publish in the current issue 5 papers (the contributions by Christian Federmann, Andreas Eisele, Mark Fishel, Heiki-Jaan Kaalep, Jesús Giménez, Lluís Màrquez, Philipp Koehn and Gideon Maillette de Buy Wenniger et al.). The rest of accepted contributions to Marathon 2010 held in Le Mans will be published in PBML 95, to be out by May 2011.

We are most grateful to the group of reviewers of the Marathon event who in a very restricted period of time have presented their highly appreciated comments to the submitted papers and especially to Philipp Koehn, Loïc Barrault and Ondřej Bojar who have taken over most of the editorial work with the Marathon part of this issue.
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